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Chair Glenn McGourty 
Mendocino County Board of Supervisors                  January 29, 2023 
501 Low Gap Rd. 
Ukiah, CA 95482 
 
Re: Request to Override Director Nevedal’s Determination Re: CAMP Raid limitation for LEEP 
Eligibility 
 
Dear McGourty, 
 
At the January 18, 2023, LEEP Equity Program meeting, Director Nevedal specifically rejected my 
request to change the LEEP Manual to expand the language with respect to the specific raids within 
5-miles documentation required for eligibility from “CAMP” raids only to any law enforcement 
cannabis related raids. This decision must be re-examined by the Board and cannot wait until the 
2/28/23 General Government Committee because of its impact on LJAGP grant priority and the 
very short window that will be opened for application to that grant program. Specifically, under 
the terms of the LJAGP program, LEEP eligible applicants who have received a verification of 
eligibility letter from MCD and/or Elevate Impact, the contract administrator for the LEEP program, 
are given priority standing in the LJAGP direct grant program that is about to open for a very brief 
application period. The immediate resolution of this item is necessary to ensure that all who the 
LEEP grant was specifically intended to benefit may receive eligibility verification in time to qualify 
for priority standing in time for the LJAGP application window. Director Nevedal is directly 
supervised by the full Board of Supervisors so review of her determination is proper in this 
venue. While my preference would be to wait until the GGC meeting, the aggressive schedule 
proposed for the LJAGP application process necessitates bringing this item forward to the full Board 
prior to February 28th, the date of the next GGC meeting. 
 
The issue: The colloquial term “CAMP raid” was used in the county’s Equity Assessment and 
subsequently issued program manual. As it turns out, not only were CAMP raid reports destroyed,1 
but many newspaper reports of CAMP activity and even the DOJ’s own press releases regarding 
CAMP activity are often too vague to satisfy specificity requirements about location in relation to an 
applicant being within a 5-mile radius.2 To add insult to injury, PRA requests of more specific CAMP 
reports resulted in the rejection of the request based on the law enforcement exception to the 
Public Records Act.3 More importantly, the impact of the War on Drugs on Mendocino County 

 
1 Mendocino County Cannabis Equity Assessment February 2020, (hereinafter, “MCCEA 2/20”),page 8. 
2 A good example is the 2006 press release and link to the 2006 CAMP Summary, neither of which provide specificity 
with respect to locations: https://oag.ca.gov/news/press-releases/attorney-general-lockyer-announces-2006-
campaign-against-marijuana-planting-sets  
3 A redacted copy of the request was sent by me to an Assistant Attorney General working on cannabis issues and he is 
looking into rectifying the response from the AG’s office, but as stated above, many prior records of CAMP were 
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residents was not limited to CAMP only raids. Most famously, as detailed below, it was the 
execution of a federal warrant in Redwood Valley that impacted every single citizen in the county 
that was or wanted to cultivate lawfully under the original 9.31 program. Likewise, at one time, the 
enforcement tactics of COMMET and other law enforcement agencies outside of the CAMP 
program had enormous impact on entire communities and the colloquial reference to CAMP raids 
in the Equity Assessment, in many ways served as a stand in for all cannabis enforcement actions.4  
 
Solution: Direct Ms. Nevedal to update the eligibility documentation provision to allow for any law 
enforcement action related to cannabis to satisfy the criteria if it occurred within a 5-mile radius of 
the applicant. 
 
Support & Basis For Request: Director Nevedal was given the authority to make changes to the 
manual to maximize the access to grant funding without having to gain permission of the Board.5 
Despite this clear direction, Director Nevedal refuses to make a needed change to the manual and 
in doing so, overrides the clear direction of the Board to maximize access to equity grant funding.  
 
Director Nevedal has inserted her own opinion which is in direct opposition to the rationale the 
Board used when evaluating and enacting the broad eligibility standards when the LEEP Manual 
was presented to it.6 Specifically, in the 1/18/23 LEEP meeting, Director Nevedal stated that they 
would not consider expanding the “CAMP raid” documentation criteria to “all law enforcement 
cannabis related raids” because to do so would open a pathway “for just about everyone in the 
county” to be eligible to receive funds and the available grant funding is limited. 7 While Ms. 
Nevedal went on to say that might not be a bad thing (to open it up to a wider group), she stated 
that the LEEP Assessment focused on 5-mile radius of CAMP activities. While this is largely true, as 
outlined below, it is not wholly accurate. The Assessment did in fact highlight non-CAMP raid 

 
destroyed, so even if the PRA issue is fixed, the availability of specific records is still limited. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11mv4H3G19Un6TnYqffSR0fao0C58KBSV/view?usp=share_link 
 
4 In preparation for the County’s Assessment and application to the state for the Equity funding, I conducted pro bono 
workshops where I assisted people who had suffered the impacts from the War on Drugs to document their 
experiences into sworn declarations to provide documentary support for the county’s application for equity funding. In 
addition, I have taken testimony of scores people who were impacted by law enforcement actions related to cannabis 
in support of cannabis-related litigation. It is nearly universal that citizens often refer to cannabis-related enforcement 
raids as CAMP raids, even if the officers were only from COMMET, or even DEA. 
5 Resolution Number 22-041 states: “WHEREAS, the Cannabis Program Director seeks delegated authority from the 
Board of Supervisors to update, amend and implement revisions to the County of Mendocino Local Equity Program 
Manual in order to quickly implement changes to streamline the Program and with the intent to maximize access to fee 
waivers, direct grants and technical assistance.” 
6 When presented with Director Nevedal’s rationale for not updating the manual to expand the documentation criteria 
to include non-CAMP enforcement activities, Supervisor Haschak noted that the potential availability of equity funding 
to nearly all residents enrolled in or wanting to be enrolled into the cannabis permitting program was specifically 
envisioned by the BoS when approving the 5-mile radius provision and that the allowance for such an expansive radius 
was intentioned to make nearly all residents of Mendocino County eligible who were pursuing cannabis permits. 
7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrdBbjFcB9w at 22:52 
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impacts of the War on Drugs. Moreover, I strongly believe, as a firsthand observer to the impact of 
the War on Drugs as it relates to cannabis, particularly in Mendocino County, that the term “CAMP 
raid” was used colloquially, and because of the intense time constraints to conduct and write the 
Assessment and grant application to the state, the contracted authors utilized existing articles 
chronicling the history of the CAMP program and did not have time to integrate more than passing 
references to non-CAMP law enforcement units that had strong impacts on Mendocino County 
citizens (COMMET, DEA, BNE, etc.).  
 
Additional non-CAMP law enforcement references in the Assessment: 
The Assessment in fact did highlight non-CAMP enforcement actions in Mendocino County that 
contributed to the deleterious impact of the War on Drugs with respect to cannabis enforcement 
actions: 

As mentioned above, illegal cannabis cultivation moved mostly indoors in the 1990s in response 
to increased enforcement of outdoor production through CAMP and COMMET, Mendocino’s 
year-round county eradication task force.”8  And “In 2005, for example, a Fort Bragg facility 
supplying a locally compliant San Francisco medical cannabis delivery service called 
“MendoHealing” was raided by Mendocino law enforcement.9   

As documented in the assessment, even targeted DEA related raids specific to an individual location 
and under a specific search warrant, had county-wide repercussions. The DEA raid of Matt Cohen 
and Northstone Organics, the first ever permitted cannabis farm in Mendocino County under the 
2010-2011 permitting program, and the subsequent focus by the U.S. Attorney for the Northern 
District of CA, resulted first in the attempt to subpoena of all program records kept by Mendocino 
County, and then ultimately, in the elimination of the 9.31 permitting program in 2011.10 

The Assessment correctly refers to the back-and-forth history in Mendocino County of 
permissiveness and enforcement to sum up how all county citizens quickly became the target of 
law enforcement activities after having been authorized to cultivate under different iterations of 
law: 

The present impacts of cannabis-specific drug war criminalization on communities 
in Mendocino County have much deeper roots and lasting effects than just about 

 
8 MCCEA 2/20, Page 18 
9 MCCEA 2/20, page 16. 
10 “The dynamic interplay between regulation and criminalization included Federal criminal enforcement dimensions, 
particularly when 2011’s “Operation Full Court Press” that led to the demise of the local sheriff’s innovative zip tie 
program and substantially eroded public trust in the county’s efforts to move away from criminal enforcement against 
communitarian market actors.” MCCEA 2/20, page 16. See also, KQED Article, 10/13/11 entitled “DEA Raids Pot Grower 
Licensed by Mendocino County; ‘They Came in Guns Blazing,’ Says Grower” 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Fo6Vft3p8zvz558hZNtjmd05zR3-er4S/view?usp=share_link 
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anywhere else in California. Part of this has to do with Mendocino’s unique 
efforts to accommodate small, otherwise law-abiding cannabis businesses 
through regulation administered through its criminal enforcement agencies. This 
strange arrangement meant that every few years a different “bright line” was 
drawn between legitimate and illegitimate cannabis market activity, and once 
that line was drawn more criminal enforcement was enacted, which often caught 
folks on the other side of that line in the crossfire.11 

There is no reason to deny expanded documentation criteria: While Director Nevedal was 
concerned that there is insufficient funding to allow nearly all residents in the County, this is an 
illegitimate basis to deny expansion of the documentation criteria.  

First, only current and future commercial cannabis permit and license applicants are eligible, so the 
numbers are not as extensive as “nearly the whole county.”  

Next, the grants are first come-first served. If the money runs out before one can make it through 
the arduous grant application process, then that is unfortunate but certainly not a reason to limit 
the eligibility to those that were rightful intended beneficiaries of the state equity program.  

Furthermore, Director Nevedal has on multiple occasions, in public meetings, including most 
recently at the 1/18/23 LEEP meeting, indicated that she believes there will plenty of more funding 
awarded by the state to Mendocino County.  

Finally, eligibility verification is not solely for the purpose of acquiring a direct grant under the 
program. Rather, as stated at the top of this memo, it is necessary for priority standing for the 
LJAGP grant program and it is also necessary for the county to receive fees and taxes for that 
applicant under the fee waiver program. The more eligibility there is, the greater the ability the 
county can collect its cannabis taxes and fees. 

For all the forgoing reasons, I respectfully request that the Board quickly review and reverse the 
determination of Director Nevedal and direct her to update the LEEP Manual to expand the “CAMP 
raid” only criteria and allow applicants to submit documentation of “any law enforcement action 
related to cannabis within a 5-mile radius” to support the eligibility. 

 
Hannah L. Nelson 
 
Cc: Supervisor Mulhuren, Supervisor Gjerde, Supervisor Haschak, Supervisor Williams, County 
Counsel Curtis, CEO Antle, Deputy CEO Dunnicliff, Director Nevedal, Scott Ward, MCA 
 

 
11 MCCEA 2/20, page 24 


